ABSTRACT Adequate choice of term discrimination information measure (DIM) stipulates guaranteed document clustering. Exercise for the right choice is empirical in nature, and characteristics of data in the documents help experts to speculate a viable solution. Thus, a consistent DIM for the clustering is a mere conjecture and demands intelligent selection of the information measure. In this work, we propose an automated consensus building measure based on a text classifier. Two distinct DIMs construct basic partitions of documents and form base clusters. The consensus building measure method uses the clusters information to find concordant documents and constitute a dataset to train the text classifier. The classifier predicts labels for discordant documents from earlier clustering stage and forms new clusters. The experimentation is performed with eight standard data sets to test efficacy of the proposed technique. The improvement observed by applying the proposed consensus clustering demonstrates its superiority over individual results. Relative Risk (RR) and Measurement of Discrimination Information (MDI) are the two discrimination information measures used for obtaining the base clustering solutions in our experiments.
I. INTRODUCTION
Exuberant amount of data is unceasingly pooling in repositories through various sources, purposefully and as by-product of Internet ingress in society. Marginal classification information is available in the later case, specially. Thus it hatched unsupervised data analysis techniques for unlabeled data. Data clustering is one of those unsupervised learning techniques. Clustering exploits unstructured information in the data and exposits underlying relations. Data clustering is abundantly acknowledged as one of the essential components in data mining, machine learning, computer vision, computational biology, clinical diagnostics and pattern recognition.
Information in personal repositories and public forums is usually available in text form. A term named big data
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is coined to refer to the voluminous amount of structured, semi-structured and unstructured data. The data is continuously piling up over the Internet and the intranet in form of social networking, news, articles, discussions, educational material, emails, etc. Text data generally falls under the category of unlabeled data, and it is a potential candidate to be analyzed by data clustering techniques.
Data clustering techniques are being deployed in computation for over five decades [1] - [3] . Numerous variations of the clustering algorithms are adapted through out these years to devise a single strategy which work well in majority of the situations, yet there isn't any such algorithm which entails best results [4] , [5] . Each technique possesses natural bias to perform best on certain data sets. Thus, lack of a generalized data clustering solution advocates blending of the results from different techniques to attain better clustering. There are many ways in which existing techniques are combined, and this combination is denoted by various terms in literature. Consensus clustering, multi-view clustering, ensemble clustering and accumulated clustering are some to name.
Fundaments of consensus clustering are worked out with several strategies: use of different clustering techniques with similar parameters, use of a single strategy with different clustering parameters or use of a combination of both. Another idea is to partition training data, and use each partition of data with different clustering method to obtain base results. The clustering results from earlier base stage elaborate relationships common in those strategies. The relationship may be presented as a simple data to individual cluster relation or cluster to cluster relation. Next stage is consensus building which is achieved from the expatiated relations of clustering techniques, and in the end, a final clustering scheme is devised. Consensus may assign new labels using a voting formula and alter the base segments partitioned by clustering at first stage. Voting uses features selection from representation of base clusters, pair-wise similarity among data points and cluster assignments, and energy minimization of graphical representation of base clusters. Some famous consensus strategies are as follows; hierarchical agglomeration clustering consensus, furthest consensus, clustering-based consensus, expectationmaximization consensus, iterative voting consensus and fragment based clustering consensus [6] , [7] .
In this work, we propose a consensus building strategy for ensemble document clustering. The consensus building process uses supervised learning, and it is a novel addition in existing consensus clustering techniques for document clustering. Moreover, the consensus function uses a classifier which is trained with labels generated by the basic clustering, and the trained classifier predicts labels to draw the final partition. Clustering is used to improve results of document classification, earlier, but the idea of using classification to improve document clustering results is an additional contribution.
This paper is organized as follows: Section II contains a survey of related works. We explain our proposed method in section III, while section IV discusses experiments and results to support the efficacy of proposed idea. In the end, section V concludes this script.
II. RELATED WORK
Data clustering is one of the fundamental tools to exploit the underlying structure of unlabeled data. As text data is available in enormous variety, data clustering techniques evolve to cater upcoming challenges over time [8] . [4] , [9] , [10] elegantly capture the developments in data clustering. The review paper thoroughly address key issues of the problem and comprehensive comparisons of given solutions. It becomes evident by an exhausting exercise that a selected clustering technique performs well on certain data set using defined set of parameters, yet it may not express the same strength on a different data set. Most of the devised methods for data clustering possess known potential, but a single general technique is not recognized to maintain repute in majority of the scenarios. A credible solution is to compound different clustering techniques into a single strategy, and it is addressed with different names as mentioned in Section I.
The idea of combining multiple clustering techniques for final data partition is inspired by similar strategies used in classifiers and information fusion [4] , [11] , [12] . Analogously, a voting K -means clustering method analyzed partitions from multiple runs of K -means clustering on same data to find any association in results [13] . Moreover, it suggested a mapping of coherent associations using co-association sample matrix which demonstrated final clusters. This strategy is extended, under the name evidence accumulation clustering (EAC), for arbitrary shape clusters by applying MST-based clustering on the association matrix for final partition [14] . Furthermore, an elaborated discussion on EAC with variable K in K -means clustering and inclusion of cluster lifetime parameters for final clustering is presented in [15] . Computational deficiencies of EAC are sorted with an efficient algorithm which used single-link and average-link methods over similarity matrix for final clustering [16] .
Cluster ensemble, as the name suggests, combines multiple data clustering techniques to generate initial labels and drives to a single final consolidated clustering solution [17] - [19] . It details three consensus methods, each of which banks on concentrating common information obtained from multiple partitioning. Three consensus methods used are as follows: cluster based similarity partitioning, hypergraph partitioning and meta-clustering. It is understood that some valuable information is lost while constructing and accumulating knowledge in early partitioning steps. Moreover, intermediate representational features like association matrix lacks data entries from some participating clustering techniques. [20] studied effects of the lost information on results of ensemble clustering, and proposed a link based approach to guess the unknown entries by exposing similarity between clusters. Lastly, the final clustering is obtained using a graph partition technique. Projective clustering ensembles [21] combined input data subspace clustering and ensemble clustering itself, where data subspaces are optimized using the knowledge from ensemble clustering. Adaptive ensemble clustering is presented in recent literature [22] , and an adaptive technique for sub-sampling of input data to feed ensemble strategy is devised. The sub-sampling took benefit of the past clustering results and emphasized samples with bad history during consensus. Clustering can make use of classification techniques which is the main focus of our proposed work. A related work proposed learning from face data using semi-supervised clustering technique and improved results by employing active learning techniques [23] . Finally, consensus is achieved by comparing the proportional results from base clustering methods.
Multi-view clustering is another term coined for similar data clustering strategies. It is inspired by the concept of multi-view learning [24] - [26] . Multi-view clustering broadly categorizes the techniques involved in solving the clustering VOLUME 7, 2019 problems by pre-processing of multi-dimensional data and projection of processed data in clusters. One such technique detailed about co-regularization for unsupervised learning problems and proposed a spectral clustering objective function that implicitly combines graphs from multiple views of data to achieve better clusters [27] . Another addition to multi-view clustering is use of normalization to tackle the challenges with non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) for consensus [28] . It tried to convince that representation of clustering structures which are learnt from multiple views should be regularized toward a common consensus. A similar idea incorporated multi-manifold regularization into NMF, thus preserved local geometrical structure of the data space [29] . [30] enhances the clustering performance by adding a supervisory information through incorporating the pairwise constraint in to Concept factorization as a reward and penalty term. Consensus clustering can also help in determining optimal number of clusters. For instance, an iterated consensus clustering approach is proposed to guess the number of clusters by formation of a consensus matrix from multiple clustering algorithms and discussed effectiveness benefited due to nearly uncoupled structures of associated graphs [31] . Another iterative consensus clustering algorithm is used with fragment based clustering where a ternary similarity function instead of common binary similarity function is used to define soft selections for clustering [6] .
A recent idea in the context is to combine the results obtained from different views of data partition along with similarity matrices from different ensemble techniques and compute a final similarity matrix for the consensus decision [32] . The similarity measures used to computer matrix are: cluster based similarity matrix, affinity matrix and pairwise dissimilarity matrix. Weights assigned in the similarity matrix were used for aggregation. Semi-supervised consensus clustering was proposed to integrate spectral clustering (SC) as base clustering and hybrid bipartite graph formulation for consensus [33] . SC was used for final clustering to analyze gene-expression data. It also suggests use of the prior knowledge by removing noise and reducing impact of high dimensionality consequently improving the consensus and the final clustering results. Selection of the best performed clustering algorithm among a set of tested algorithms is another way of improving the desired results. Another extensive insight on the collaboration of clustering techniques to improve the results is given in [34] , and it further discusses the use of background knowledge in collaboration.
Consensus clustering is broadly adapted and effectively used in the document clustering problem. An example in this regard is use of the consensus clustering for profiling phishing emails [35] , [36] . Here, it is important to mention about an example of similar strategies used to achieve the reciprocative in literature where results of the classification with SVM were improved by applying semi-supervised fuzzy c-mean clustering [37] . A recent work suggests two step process to ensemble a subset of kNN classifiers [38] . Another effort in similar context is constraining the consensus clustering by inclusion of human expertise, interactively, thus making this a semisupervised technique [39] . The interactive response improves performance of the consensus. In this work, we suggest a strategy for the document consensus clustering. We exploit strengths of different document clustering algorithms based on term discrimination information measures and exposit underlying relationships among them. It is evident from the discussion and concrete references that every DIM exploits the data from a different prospect, so it usually discovers a different clustering solution. However, clusters overlap is most likely to appear in every solution, and there are documents for which the clustering solutions concord that they stay in similar cluster. These concordant documents with their cluster labels help to train a consensus making classifier. The classifier predicts cluster labels for discordant documents with the knowledge discovered from the earlier clustering solutions, thus defining a concrete final clustering solution.
III. METHODOLOGY
Document clustering algorithms using documents' discrimination information for K clusters have demonstrated effectively high performance in recent years [40] . These clustering algorithms iteratively project documents onto a K -dimensional discrimination information space and assign documents to a cluster along whose axis they have the largest value. At each iteration the term discrimination information defines the discrimination information space, where the term discrimination information is estimated from the labeled document collection produced in the previous iteration. This clustering method is posed as an optimization problem and the objective function may use any of the various available statistical and information-theoretic measures. [40] reports the results from the objective function using following measures: Relative Risk (RR) [41] , Measurement of Discrimination Information (MDI) [42] , Domain Relevance (DR) and Domain Consensus (DC) [43] .
The reported measures usage bring forth another venture of choosing the best between the distinct solutions on same data, supposedly every measure expresses the data from a different view. Although different clustering solutions opt varying strategy to compute the final clusters, there exist significant similarity among computed clusters. Hence, we have a consensus denotation for documents in same cluster from different clustering methods. A text classifier is trained with the cluster labels of these concurring documents and later this classifier is used to predict cluster labels for the different documents. Document clustering by consensus and classification (DCCC), as we named it, is shown in figure 1 . This figure presents a simple work-flow of the system with a dummy data set. The first row, first plot, shows actual data partition, second and third plots in the first row are clusters formed using two different clustering methods. The last plot in second row shows the overlaps of the results from two clustering methods and these overlaps, as we may call them consensus, are used to generate dataset for training the text classifier. The first plot in second row presents the readjustment of final labels. Figure 2 shows the same work-flow with real dataset. Rest of this section explains our approach in details.
A. INITIAL CLUSTERING USING CDIM
We select CDIM (Clustering by Discrimination Information Maximization) [40] to generate initial clustering solutions for a data set. CDIM is an iterative partitional document clustering method that finds K groups of documents in a K -dimensional discrimination information space transformed from the M -dimensional input space, where M denotes the total number of distinct terms in the vocabulary. It does this by following an efficient two-step procedure of document projection and assignment with the goal of maximizing the sum of documents' discrimination scores. Two CDIM variants, i.e. CDIM-RR and CDIM-MDI, are used to discover two initial clusterings or evidences E RR and E MDI ; first using RR and second using MDI as the term discrimination information measures with CDIM. Only a brief introduction of CDIM and the discriminative term weighting strategies RR and MDI is presented here. Readers interested in details of CDIM are encouraged to skim over [40] .
1) CDIM-RR
In CDIM-RR, relative risk of a term for cluster C k over the remaining clustersC k is used as its discrimination information for cluster C k . Mathematically, the discrimination information of term x j for cluster C k (i.e., w jk ) and term x j for remaining clustersC k (i.e.,w jk ) are given by
where p(x j |C k ) is the conditional probability of term x j in cluster C k . The term discrimination information is either zero (no discrimination information) or greater than one with a larger value signifying higher discriminative power.
2) CDIM-MDI
In this variant of CDIM, measurement of discrimination information (MDI) is used to compute a term's discrimination information. [42] proposed MDI to quantify semantic relatedness between terms. The first and second measures, identified as ifd I 1 and ifd I 2 , quantify discrimination as a distribution divergence between category 1 and combined data (identified in the subscript with 1 ), and category 2 and combined data (identified in the subscript with 2 ), respectively. In document clustering, categories 1 and 2 correspond to clusters C k andC k , respectively. With this interpretation, these measures are defined as:
where λ 1 and λ 2 are the prior probabilities of C k andC k , respectively. The discrimination of a term x j is characterized via the following inequalities:
If the first inequality is satisfied, the term supports category 1 more than category 2 (in this work, cluster C k more than the rest) and when the second inequality is satisfied, the term supports category 2 more than category 1.
Using inequalities 5 and 6, the discrimination term weights for CDIM, w jk andw jk are given as
w jk = ψ 2 when ψ 2 > 0 0 otherwise (8)
B. FINDING CONSENSUS
The next step after obtaining the two clustering solutions or evidences E RR and E MDI using CDIM-RR and CDIM-MDI respectively, is to combine these evidences to find concordant documents. The problem here is that cluster labels assigned to documents by CDIM-RR and CDIM-MDI are different because of the unsupervised nature of the problem. This requires us to solve a correspondence problem, in other words. We solve this problem by comparing every cluster C i ∈ E RR with every cluster C j ∈ E MDI and assigning same cluster label to the two most similar clusters, for all K clusters in E RR and E MDI . The similarity of two clusters is calculated using Jaccard index that gives their overlap value as follows:
We 
C. USING CLASSIFICATION FOR BOOSTING
The documents for which both CDIM-RR and CDIM-MDI agree to be in the same cluster have high likelihood of been clustered correctly. We use these concordant documents and their cluster labels to form a training set for our text classifier.
where x i is the i th document in the data set X. The remaining documents for which CDIM-RR and CDIM-MDI do not agree, form the test set for our text classifier.
We choose DTWC as our text classifier [44] , [45] . DTWC is a discriminative term weighting based linear discriminant method for text classification, and has demonstrated good classification results. Although any text classifier can be used in this step, yet another reason for selecting DTWC besides its efficiency and good results, is the discriminative nature of this method that matches our initial clustering method CDIM.
At last, E c f is the final list of cluster labels that combines the consensual cluster labels E c CDIM for the documents in the train set and the cluster labels E p DTWC for the documents in the test set predicted by DTWC. The flow of our proposed strategy is outlined in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 DCCC -Document Clustering by Consensus and Classification
Require: X (term-document matrix), K (no. of clusters)
1:
f (final consensus clustering labels)
IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
A rigorous experimentation setup is designed to test the efficacy of the purported clustering method. This setup includes the choice of benchmark data sets, comparison methods and the validation measure. Moreover, the proposed idea is discussed pertinent to the reported results. 
A. DATA SETS
We evaluate DCCC, our consensus clustering method, on eight publicly available data sets. Table 1 gives the key characteristics of these standard data sets. Data sets 1 (stopword removal) and 3 to 8 (stopword removal and stemming) are available in preprocessed formats, while we perform stopword removal and stemming of data set 2. Brief description of each data set is as below.
The data set pu is obtained from the Internet Content Filtering Group's web site. 1 It contains e-mails received by a particular user labeled as either spam or non-spam. The movie 2 data set contains reviews of movies from the Internet Movie Database (IMDB). Each document is labeled as either a positive or a negative review. The hitech, tr31, re0 and wap data sets are obtained from Karypis Lab, University of Minnesota. 3 The hitech data set has newspaper articles belonging to one of six categories: computers, electronics, health, medical, research, and technology. It is derived from the San Jose Mercury newspaper articles that are distributed as part of the TREC (Text Retrieval Conference) collection (TIPSTER Vol. 3). The tr31 data set is derived from TREC-6. 4 The categories in this data set correspond to the queries and the documents that are judged most relevant to them. The data set re0 is taken from Reuters-21578 text categorization test collection distribution 1.0. Wap data set is obtained from the WebACE project and each document corresponds to a web page listed in the subject hierarchy of Yahoo!. The Cora 5 data set is an indicator matrix representing the presence or absence of a term within a document. Citeseer 6 is a collection of articles appearing on the website whose views correspond to the document by term matrix.
B. COMPARISON METHODS
The effectiveness of DCCC is ascertained by extensive comparison with base clustering methods and recent consensus clustering methods. DCCC establishes improvement in performance over all compared techniques. A brief description of the compared techniques is provided below.
Multi-view document clustering via ensemble method (MCE) [32] combines three types of similarity matrices; the Cluster Based Similarity Matrix, the Pair-wise dissimilarity Matrix and the Affinity matrix. These similarity matrices are computed from individual data sets and aggregated to form a combined similarity matrix, which is then used to obtain the final clustering.
Hierarchical Ensemble Clustering (HEC) [47] method is based on a framework that combines both partition-based and hierarchical clustering methods. It takes advantage of both approaches by using distances computed from the dendrogram of hierarchical clustering as well as pair-wise dissimilarity from partition clustering.
Hierarchical Combination Clustering (HCC) [48] algorithm gives a way to combine results from multiple views using hierarchical clustering. Hierarchical clustering solutions are converted into matrices which describe the dendrogram distances and are then aggregated into a final matrix. This final matrix is used for the combined clustering.
Weighted Hybrid Clustering (WHC) [49] method belongs to the family of ensemble methods based on voting techniques. It first computes a weighted kernel fusion clustering to calculate individual clustering results. A weighted Ensemble clustering technique is then used to combine these results.
Cluster based Similarity matrix (CSPA) [19] presents a baseline framework for ensemble techniques without accessing the features or algorithms that determined the initial clustering solutions. The method determines the relationship between the objects in the same cluster and calculates the pair-wise similarities. Re-clustering is performed using these similarity measurements.
C. CLUSTERING VALIDATION MEASURE
We select the BCubed metric [50] , [51] for clustering validation. [46] evaluate several extrinsic clustering validation measures both empirically and theoretically, and report that the BCubed precision and recall are the only measures that satisfy all desirable constraints for a good measure for clustering validation.
BCubed precision (BP) and BCubed recall (BR) are computed for each document, as illustrated in Figure 3 . The harmonic mean of BP and BR gives the BCubed f-measure (BF) value, ranging from 0 to 1 with larger value signifying better clustering.
D. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
It is evident from the results that clustering by discrimination information maximization (CDIM) achieves high quality results [40] . However, an important decision is about the choice between the discrimination measures (e.g., relative risk (RR) and measurement of discrimination information (MDI)) with CDIM. Although the performance difference of CDIM-RR and CDIM-MDI is reported to be not statistically significant, yet a simple pattern is observable in results ( Figure 4) . RR is stronger for smaller K values whereas MDI is stronger for larger K values. This pattern motivates the development of a consensus clustering or evidence combination method. Table 2 compares our proposed approach DCCC with individual clustering using CDIM-RR and CDIM-MDI, and hier-linkage methods. Last column shows the percentage improvement over the average of individual clustering solutions' bcubed f-measure value. In hier-linkage method, we implement the classical consensus clustering technique by VOLUME 7, 2019 first calculating a pair-wise similarity matrix for all objects, based on same cluster membership. Then, hierarchical clustering using 'ward' linkage is applied to reach the final clustering. Two initial clustering solutions using CDIM-RR and CDIM-MDI are used to compute the similarity matrix. DCCC shows significant improvement in results over CDIM-RR and CDIM-MDI, and versus hier-linkage.
A comparison of DCCC with existing consensus clustering methods is presented in Table 3 . The results for comparison methods are borrowed from [32] . Our method DCCC outperforms all other methods clearly.
A challenge for our approach to be handled is when we do not get enough training examples for our classifier. This can happen when the initial clustering solutions does not have any agreed documents for a category. Probability of this case increases when K is large, or we have a small documents per category value, or some categories in the data set have few members only. However, consensus clustering is generally hard on such data sets [52] , [53] .
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
A consensus building strategy for document clustering is proposed in this work. Document clustering by consensus and classification (DCCC) uses classification tools as consensus measure among cluster solutions generated by different data clustering tools. We choose CDIM to discover initial clusters in start: CDIM uses discrimination information maximization for document clustering. Solutions form different clustering methods in starting stage are used to find concordant documents, i.e., the documents supposedly belong to the most similar clusters. A discriminative text classifier DTWC is trained on these consensual documents. DTWC then predicts the labels of the disagreed documents.
Two term discrimination measures, relative risk (RR) and measurement of discrimination information (MDI) are used to get different initial views. RR and MDI have different strengths that are combined in DCCC to reach boosted results. Improved performance on eight standard text data sets is reported to justify effectiveness of our approach.
The proposed approach is a general consensus method that can be applied in other settings. Different clustering methods for initial clustering solutions and different classification methods can be tested. In addition, the approach can be applied to other domains besides document clustering. Currently, only two measures are being used for initial clustering. In future, we aim at testing other combinations of discriminative measures, and clustering and classification methods. 
